ServiceNow Support
Services
Without our dedicated support resource from Engage ESM then I’m not sure we’d be
able to deliver our pipeline in a timely manner and to the quality that we are now used to.”
-Pete Gronow
Service Operation Manager, BUPA
Making the most of your investment in ServiceNow means making sure your organization has the right level of
support it needs in response to changing demands. But doing this in-house can take valuable time and
resources away from other business-oriented tasks.
With our ServiceNow Support Services, you get a robust, flexible, and cost-effective framework, tailored to your
precise requirements, from a partner you can trust. You eliminate the need to maintain costly overheads while maximizing your ROI from the ServiceNow platform.
At Engage ESM, our full suite of support services are designed to complement your in-house capabilities. And
our business as usual (BAU) consultants work as an extension of your internal teams – as and when you need
them.

Benefits

What can you expect?

Flexible and dependable support when you
need it 24x7x365 - globally

Full suite of managed and enhanced services

Ability to scale up or down depending on your
requirements throughout the year – so you only
pay for what you really need
Access to trusted ServiceNow consultants with
the expertise you need to realize more value
from your platform, and increase ROI
A partner relationship based on complementary
capabilities with a BAU consultancy approach not a typical customer vendor relationship
Full ServiceNow platform, applications support
including integrations, and upgrade support

Ongoing break-fix (Incident), enhancement
(Request) and enquiries (with How-to and
What-if guides)
Regular service maintenance
Reactive and proactive knowledge
management to minimize risks from out-ofdate versions
Architecture and technical governance to
ensure adherence to standards
Monthly service reviews with your dedicated
Service Manager
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For standard requirements, first we have a call with the support team. After the requirements are
played back to us, we then receive and agree an estimate…
For more complex requirements we use a dedicated resource funded outside the support hours we
purchase. This Engage ESM resource helps us to shape the requirements collaboratively.
Without our dedicated support resource from Engage ESM then I’m not sure we’d be able to deliver
our pipeline in a timely manner and to the quality that we are now used to.”
Pete Gronow, Service Operation Manager, BUPA
What’s the greatest benefit of Enhanced Support and how has support fitted in my business
needs?
Well. We work very much in partnership with Engage ESM, and their Enhanced Support enables
us to be guided by their experience and knowledge while making sure our service meets the
requirements of Affinity Water.”
Mark Baker, IT Operations Manager, Affinity Water

I would like to say that working with Engage ESM has allowed us to mature the use of ServiceNow,
not only within IT but across multiple platforms including HR and Finance.
The support from the team to discuss solutions to our problems and work collaboratively has
enabled us to drive forward improving delivery services to the business.
Looking forward to another year taking this further with Engage ESM and the team.”
William Brown, Head of Service Operations, NHS Blood and Transplant

We have a very good relationship with Engage ESM we use them to learn and investigate new
features such as performance analytics. But we primarily use them for enhancements and bug
fixing.
Working with the team has always been straightforward and we found this for the BAU amount per
month for general management of the tool, as well as for POs for larger projects. Engage ESM is
very flexible when working with us, to ensure we get the most out of our partnership.”
Suraj Narayanamurthy, ServiceNow Manager Projects and Insights, Toyota

The team at Engage ESM provide us with the technical knowhow and advice to deliver innovative
projects.... The response times from Engage ESM are second to none. If we have an issue or need
support to resolve a problem, the team are on hand to offer their help.
They are professional, friendly, and capable. Without their technical support, it wouldn’t have been
possible to develop all the content and tools we have in place, and so I’m very thankful to the team
for that support.”
Debbie Hall, Group People System Development Lead, Coventry University

We have a team of experts that know our environment and make it easy to scale our needs in
times when additional support is needed. This can be done unplanned ad hoc or, for larger
stories or small projects, in a planned timeframe in advance.
Every instance has its own characteristics, so to have access to a dedicated team with
knowledge of these is a huge advantage to us. The alternative is to bring in external consultants,
but it takes a long time to bring them up to speed.
Uwe Corneliuessen, Service Desk & Service Integration Manager, Covestro
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